Poultry Power
Marie Therese Schulte Spechtel and Christoph Brüggemann have been running a biogas plant on their Dorsten-Wulfen
farm since April 2010. The heat it produces in generating electricity (Combined Heat and Power unit) keeps not only the
couple‘s home warm, but a nearby sports complex as well.
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AT A GLANCE

enjoys an additional source of income: a PlanET biogas

Operators: Marie Therese Schulte Spechtel and Christoph Brüggemann

plant they began operating in April of 2010.

Operations: Turkey and cattle farm
Farm location: Dorsten-Wulfen, Germany

Decision to invest
“Over the previous ten years,“ says Marie Therese Schulte
Spechtel, “we kept toying with the idea of using a biogas
plant to generate electricity. After all, raising animals involves
a whole lot of manure. We were obviously attracted to the
idea of not just using it as fertiliser, but also converting it to
biogas and turning it into electricity and heat.“ Still, it wasn‘t
until 2009 that they decided to actually take the plunge
– and even then, it was a fairly spontaneous decision:
while on a skiing holiday, the couple discussed the subject
with other farmers, and then quickly resolved to make

Why biogas?
To make productive use of agricultural residues (substrate) on
hand, such as turkey and cattle manure
Why PlanET?
Positive experiences with PlanET project on another farm
Why UniKipp©?
Low consumption of generated power; low operating expenses;
sturdy construction; ease of maintenance
What for?
Feed electricity into public network; heat own residence and sell
heat to local school
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Solid financial calculations
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Substrate:
Turkey and cattle manure; liquid manure; maize silage;
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Solids feed-in module:
PlanET UniKipp®, MultiRotor
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Preliminary tank:
150 m3 gross volume
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for a second opinion. Since
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close match with the biogas
technology company‘s calculations, the couple went ahead
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Fermenter:
2.078 m3 gross volume; wall and floor heating;
2 PlanET eco® turbo submersible motorised mixers;
1 PlanET eco® paddle mixer; wooden structural beams
with net, air-supported roof structure incl. desulphursation
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system generates is fed into
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Spechtel, “so we can certainly imagine ourselves expanding
the system later on in the future – by adding a satellite CHP
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Economic, comfortable and sturdy – the PlanET UniKipp®

